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ABSTRACT A first-order-filter-based time delay feedback (TDF) controller is proposed to stabilize the
buck converter when operating with non-linear phenomena, such as bifurcation and chaos. Compared with
the existing second-order filter method, the proposed controller needs only two parameters. This is similar to
the ideal TDF controller and it makes the design of the controller simpler. The discrete model of the converter
is used to compute one of the two parameters, which is known as the feedback gain. The frequency domain
comparison of the proposed controller and the ideal TDF controller shows that the proposed controller is
almost non-invasive, because it does not change the dc component of the converter and only changes slightly
the harmonic at the switching frequency. The proposed controller has another structure called the extended
controller, which needs three parameters. By increasing the third parameter, the feedback gain needs a larger
value to stabilize the converter. The benefit of the proposed controller lies in the fact that it does not need
the digital circuit that was thought to be necessary for the TDF control of the converter. Simulated and
experimental waveforms verify the computation results. The added feedback signal is small enough when
the switch turns on.

INDEX TERMS Analog circuit, bifurcation, chaos, controller, dc-dc power converter, delay system, first
order filter, nonlinearity, time delay feedback.

I. INTRODUCTION
Power converters are prone to exhibit non-linear phenomena,
which are usually undesirable and should be avoided because
they are detrimental to the normal operation of converters
and lead to instabilities [1]. In DC/DC power converters,
there are mainly two types of instabilities [2]–[7]. The first of
these is the so-called fast-scale instability, resulting from the
period-doubling bifurcation. The fast-scale instability leads
to subharmonic oscillations and the converter has a greater
ripple amplitude compared to the normal operation. The
second is the so-called slow-scale instability, resulting from
the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation. In this paper, the control of
fast-scale instability is studied. During the last few decades,
controlling the fast-scale instability of power converters has
interested many researchers and some methods have been
proposed. The resonant parametric perturbation involves non-
feedback control and it needs an external control signal

adding to the converter [8], [9]. The resonant parametric
perturbation is usually used in converters with a fixed input
voltage, where the duty cycle is fixed. Therefore, this method
is limited in engineering. In all existing feedback control
methods, the OGY (Ott, Gebogi and Yorke) method is com-
plicated for realization, so more research is focused on the
Time Delay Feedback (TDF) control method [10]. However,
in DC/DC converters, it is commonly believed that the analog
implementation of TDF controller is challenging [11]. There-
fore, alternative methods, based on a second-order filter, are
proposed [12]. In fact, the controllers in these alternative
methods has a similar low frequency characteristic as the TDF
controller. In most cases, the second-order filter is a notch
filter, where three important parameters have to be computed
in order to control the fast-scale instability [13]–[17]. The
first one is its gain, while the second one is the quality factor.
The quality factor will be selected so that the notch filter and
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the TDF controller have similar low frequency characteristic.
The third parameter is the notch frequency, which can be
easily determined. On the other hand, only two parameters are
needed in the traditional TDF controller [10]. The first one is
the gain, while the second one is the delay time. Generally, the
delay time is the switching period. Therefore, only the gain
has to be computed.

The TDF controller is a simpler design process effort.
However, no effective circuits have been proposed to imple-
ment this controller. Recently, there has been progress in
the dynamics of time-delayed chaotic systems, which has
provided a clue about using a first-order filter to implement
the TDF controller [18], [19]. The methodology used in these
time-delayed chaotic systems cannot be generalized directly
to power converters due to the piece-wise smooth character-
istics of converters. Therefore, the appropriate model of the
power converter under the TDF controller should be adopted.
In this study, the TDF controller is used to stabilize the
Buck converter and the design process of the controller is
given. The computation of the only one parameter, the gain,
is based on the discrete model of the converter. Simulated
and experimental observations agree well with the analytical
results.

FIGURE 1. Buck converter.

II. BUCK CONVERTER WITH A FIRST-ORDER-FILTER-
BASED TDF CONTROLLER
A. FIRST-ORDER-FILTER-BASED TDF CONTROLLER
The Buck converter is shown in Fig. 1. The component
values used are: R = 22�,A = 8.4,L = 20 mH,C =
47µF,Vref = 11.3 V,Vu = 8.2 V,Vl = 3.8V, and
T = 400µs. The converter operates in continuous conduction
mode and it has been shown that the converter may exhibit
bifurcation and chaos when the input voltage E varies in the
range of approximately 24 to 35 V. This converter has been
stabilized with other methods so it is used for the compar-
ison of the first-order-filter-based TDF controller and other
controllers.

Pyragas proposed a TDFmethod to control bifurcation and
chaos in non-linear systems [10]. The idea of TDF control
uses one delayed state variable as a feedback signal.When the
TDF controller is used in power converters, the delay time is
normally the switching period, because it is expected that the
state variable values at the beginning of the (N+1)th period

FIGURE 2. The first-order-filter-based TDF (Time Delay Feedback)
controller.

coincide with that at the beginning of the Nth period. It was
believed that digital implementation of the TDF controller is
only feasible in power converters. The digital implementation
makes the control circuit more complicated, as it needs A/D
and D/A converters. The exact analog implementation of the
TDF controller has been a challenge in last few decades.
Recently, there have been some methods applied in studying
the dynamics of time-delayed chaotic systems. Among them,
the first-order filter is an effective but simple implementation
of the analog time delay. In the Buck converter, it is conve-
nient to delay the control signal vcon, so the first-order-filter-
based TDF controller is shown in Fig.2. The controller con-
sists of a series of two filters. Each filter can be described by

H1(s) =
1− Rf Cf s
1+ Rf Cf s

= −
s− ω0

s+ ω0
, (1)

where ω0 = 1/Rf Cf is the frequency at which the phase
shift of the filter is π/2. Each filter contributes a delay of
T1 ≈ Rf Cf , so in this converter, Rf = 10k� and Cf =
20nF is selected. The frequency domain representation in
Fig. 3 shows that the series of two filters and the ideal delay
unit, e−Ts, are similar in low frequency of under switching
frequency.

FIGURE 3. Bode diagram of the series of two first order filters and the
ideal delay unit.

B. DISCRETE MODEL OF CONVERTER
The only parameter unknown in the proposed con-
troller is the gain, γ . The computation of this parameter
needs knowledge of the discrete model of the converter.
Let x = [x1x2x3x4]T = [iLvx3x4]T be the state vector.
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At the beginning of Nth switching period, the state vector
is x(NT ) = [x1(NT )x2(NT )x3(NT )x4(NT )]. The switch is off
and the converter is described by

ẋ = A1x + B1E, (2)

where

A1 =


0 −1/L 0 0

1/C −1/RC 0 0
0 kA −k 0
0 −kA 2k −k

, B1=


0
0

−k AVref
E

k AVref
E

,
k = 1/Rf Cf .

The switch S turns onwhen the control signal v′con equals to
the ramp vramp. Therefore, the switching instant is decided by

v′con − γ
(
v′con −

(
x4 − Rf Cf

dx4
dt

))
= 3.8+ 4.4d, (3)

where d is the duty ratio. The switching surface is
described by

u(x, d) = zx ((N + d)T )− AVref − 3.8− 4.4d = 0, (4)

where z =
(
0 A −2γ 2γ

)T. In equation (4),x ((N + d)T )
is computed from equation (2).

x ((N + d)T ) = eA1dT x(NT )+ A−11

(
eA1dT − I

)
B1E . (5)

Therefore, the switching surface becomes

u(x(NT ), d) = z
(
eA1dT x(NT )+ A−11

(
eA1dT − I

)
B1E

)
−AVref − 3.8− 4.4d

= 0. (6)

After the switch turns on, the converter is described by

ẋ = A2x + B2E, (7)

where

A2=


0 −1/L 0 0

1/C −1/RC 0 0
0 kA −k 0
0 −kA 2k −k

, B2=


1
L
0

−k AVref
E

k AVref
E

.
At the beginning of the (N+1)th switching period, the state
vector is

x ((N + 1)T ) = eA2dT x ((N + d)T )

+A−12

(
eA2dT − I

)
B2E . (8)

From equations (2) and (7), one obtains

x ((N + 1)T ) = f (x(NT ), d)

= eA2dT
(
eA1dT x(NT )+A−11

(
eA1dT−I

)
B1E

)
+A−12

(
eA2dT − I

)
B2E . (9)

The Jacob of the converter is

J =
∂f

∂x(NT )
−
∂f
∂d

(
∂u
∂d

)−1
∂u

∂x(NT )
. (10)

In most engineering applications, x ((N + 1)T ) should equal
to x (NT ), which means the converter is stable in the switch-
ing frequency with no bifurcation and chaos. This is satisfied
when all eigenvalues of the Jacob lie within the unit circle.
From this viewpoint, one obtains the critical values of γ ,
as shown in Fig. 4. The simulation waveforms, depicted
in Fig. 5, shows that the Buck converter operates from
period-2 to period-1 when the proposed controller is switched
on at t = 0.54s. Furthermore, the added feedback signal vaf
is small enough.

FIGURE 4. Critical values of γ under various input voltages.

FIGURE 5. Simulation waveforms of Gate Pulse, control signal, and the
added feedback signal vaf when E = 27V and γ = 0.15.

C. FREQUENCY DOMAIN COMPARISON OF PROPOSED
CONTROLLER AND IDEAL TDF CONTROLLER
The first-order-filter-based TDF controller can be
expressed by

GFOF (s) = 1− γ

(
1−

(
s− ω0

s+ ω0

)2
)
. (11)

The ideal TDF controller is expressed by

GFOF (s) = 1− γ
(
1− e−Ts

)
. (12)

The Bode diagram of these two controllers are shown
in Fig. 6. Apparently, both controllers have attenuation at
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FIGURE 6. Bode diagram of the first-order-filter-based TDF controller and
the ideal TDF controller when (a) γ = 0.2 and ( b) γ = 0.4.

half of the switching frequency. When γ increases, the atten-
uation also increases. Furthermore, the diagram depicted in
Fig.6 shows that the ideal TDF controller does not change
the DC component and the harmonic at the switching fre-
quency, so it has a noninvasive nature. On the other hand,
the first-order-filter-based TDF controller does not change
the DC component, but it changes slightly the harmonic
at the switching frequency. Considering that the change is
slight, the proposed controller is almost non-invasive in the
control circuit. It is important to note that in Fig. 5, when the
switch turns on, the value of feedback signal vaf is almost
zero.

III. EXTENDED FIRST-ORDER-FILTER-BASED
TDF CONTROLLER
Another TDF method, the extended TDF controller, is also
feasible to be used as the proposed filter. As shown in Fig. 7,
another parameter, β, is of great importance in affecting

FIGURE 7. The extended first-order-filter-based TDF controller.

the critical values of γ . The converter is also described by
equations (2) and (7), but with

A1 = A2 =


0 −1/L 0 0

1/C −1/RC 0 0
0 kA −k(1+β) 2kβ
0 −kA 2k −k(1+β)

,
k = 1/Rf Cf (1− β).

It is important to note that the switching surface is not
changed. The critical values of γ for different β is shown
in Fig. 8.

FIGURE 8. Critical values of γ under various β.

The extended first-filter-based TDF controller can be
expressed by

GEFOF (s)=1−
4γω0s

(1−β) s2+2(1+β)ω0s+(1−β)ω2
0

. (13)

The extended ideal TDF controller is expressed by

GETDF (s) = 1− γ
1− e−Ts

1− βe−Ts
. (14)

The Bode diagram of these two controllers are shown in
Fig. 9. Apparently, by increasing β, the attenuation at half
of the switching frequency decreases, as stated in a previ-
ous study [20]. This requires the use of higher values of
γ compared to the first-order-filter-based controller. Fig. 7
also proves this conclusion. It is important to note that the
proposed controller slightly changes the harmonic at the
switching frequency. Simulation waveforms in Fig. 10 show
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FIGURE 9. Bode diagram of the extended first-order-filter-based TDF
controller and the extended ideal TDF controller.

that the Buck converter operate from chaos to period-1 when
the proposed controller is switched on at t = 0.54s. The
added feedback is almost zero when the switch turns on.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. VERIFICATION OF TWO PARAMETERS β AND γ

Based on the diagrams shown in Fig.1 and Fig.7, an exper-
imental system was built. The proposed controller, includ-
ing the first-order filter and the gain, is implemented with
LM324. The experimental systems verified the data in Fig.8.
Specifically, the experimental waveform shown in Fig.11 are
tested when β = 0.3 and γ = 0.2. It is important note that
when the voltage across the diode turns from 0 V to 30 V
(the MOSFET turns on), the added feedback vaf is less
than 0.05 V. Compared to the control voltage v′′con, it is small
enough.

FIGURE 10. Simulation waveforms of Gate Pulse, control signal, and the
added feedback signal when E = 32V, β = 0.2, and γ = 0.2.

FIGURE 11. Experimental waveforms under E = 30V, β = 0.3, and
γ = 0.2. CH1: the control voltage v ′′

con; CH2: the diode voltage; CH3: the
ramp; CH4: the added feedback vaf .

FIGURE 12. Experimental waveforms under E = 30V, β = 0.3, and
γ = 0.2. CH1: the control voltage v ′′

con; CH2: the resistor change signal;
CH4: the converter output voltage v .

B. DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED
CONTROLLER IN FRONT OF LOAD CHANGES
The control and converter output voltages are shown
in Fig. 12. In this figure, a step change in the load resistor
from 22� to 11� and vice-versa was conducted. Apparently,
the converter operates stably under both load cases. In fact,
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without the proposed controller, the converter will exhibit
nonlinear phenomena when the load is 22 �. Fig.12 also
shows that after a short transient time, the system reaches a
steady state.

V. CONCLUSION
A first-order-filter-based TDF controller has been proposed
to stabilize the Buck converter working in continuous con-
duction mode. There are three parameters in the existing
second-order-filter-based method, but only two parameters
in the proposed controller. The discrete model based on
the stroboscopic map is used in the computation process.
Unlike the ideal TDF controller, the proposed controller
does not change the DC component of the converter, but it
changes slightly the harmonic at the switching frequency.
An extended first-order-filter-based TDF controller needs
three parameters. The proposed controller does not need
the digital circuit to delay the signal, so it can be easily
implemented in engineering. The converter in this study is
a buck converter, but the proposed controller can be used
in other DC/DC converters. It is important to note that the
converter in this paper adopts a P controller. In the case of PI
controller, the computation process does not apply, because
some matrices are non-invertible. However, other computa-
tion methods can be adopted. Details will be given in future
work.
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